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Campus Corner
making comeback
BY DARREN CURRIN
THE JOURNAL RECORD

After weathering several years of distress and decay,
Norman’s Campus Corner is in the midst of one of the
strongest resurgences the retail district has ever seen in its
long history.
The tens of thousands of fans who attended University
of Oklahoma football games to watch the Sooners pursue
their second national title in just four years this fall were
once again making the shopping and entertainment district a part of their game-day experience.
According to Judy J. Hatfield, president of Equity
Realty and a Campus Corner property owner, Campus
Corner hosted thousands of fans on game days who were
greeted with live music, food, performances by the OU
marching band and live radio broadcasts. At times, she
explains, the streets of the shopping area were filled with
shoulder-to-shoulder people taking in the experience.
“We want it to be fun and be a real asset to the university and to help merchants to be successful down here,”
says Hatfield.
Prior to May 2001, Campus Corner was at an all-time
low with few retailers still operating out of the 200,000square-foot shopping area. Hatfield estimates that vacancy was at an all-time low of more than 70 percent.
Furthermore, a number of the buildings were in dire need
of restoration with some of them housing the homeless or
other undesirable tenants.
“There was no landscaping except for Harold’s and
the parking lots were nonexistent,” recalls Hatfield.
“Retailers had given up hope.”
Rainey Powell, also a Campus Corner property owner
and son of Harold’s founder Harold Powell, says the reason for such a decline in the area was a lack of consolidated ownership of Campus Corner’s numerous buildings.
“Over the years there became a real diversity of ownership and no integrated plan as to leasing, improvements
and keeping it clean,” he explains. “As other commercial
opportunities presented themselves there was a movement obviously to move more west towards the mall.”
Powell says the key to Campus Corner’s recent resurgence came
in early 2001 when ownership finally became consolidated among a
handful of local owners when Hatfield and her partner David Box,
owner of Box Talent Agency, purchased several buildings in the district. Since that time, the owners have spent millions of dollars
working to restore the buildings to their original 1920s and 1930s

NORMAN’S CAMPUS
CORNER: People wait at
the street corner for the
light to change in front of
Louie’s restaurant, owned
by Hal Smith and OU head
football coach Bob Stoops.
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look and repopulate nearly all of the vacant space.
In addition to making numerous exterior and interior building
upgrades, Hatfield and Powell have also spend a great amount of
time and money installing more than 100 parking spaces to alleviate
Campus Corner’s parking problems.
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“Parking is not a problem on Campus Corner
today,” says Hatfield.
“There was a perceived
parking problem but not
anymore.”
Another factor that has
greatly aided Campus
Corner owners in their
effort to breathe life back
into their buildings was the
approval by the city of
Norman in December 2001
to designate a portion of
Campus Corner as a Tax
Increment Financing dis- ON OU HOME DAYS, local media outlets such as KRXO radio are visible in
trict. By having the TIF des- numbers on Campus Corner.
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ignation, the area around
Buchanan Street has benefited from money being
CAMPUS CORNER
received by any incremenproperty owners Judy
tal tax dollars on property
Hatfield and Rainey
taxes or sales taxes being
Powell
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ment projects such as new
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Patrons can enjoy
“It’s a wonderful economic development tool,”
shopping, eating or just
adds Powell. “Basically the
going for a walk through
public sector is coming in
the area.
and telling the private secPHOTOS BY MARK HANCOCK
tor that if you come in and
make the investment into
this district and bring new
vitality, we will do our part
with the street lights and all
the things that are the pub“It’s been fun to see people bring their kids
lic pieces.”
Furthermore, Hatfield and Powell have also been focused on to the game and see them get indoctrinated into OU football,” she
creating a unique shopping environment in the district by carefully says.
Started in the early 1900s, Campus Corner developed into a cenbalancing the right tenant mix of shops, bars and restaurants.
Hatfield also says that they have also tried to focus on attracting ter for all university and community activities by the 1920s and
locally owned retailers and retailers that have a passion for the area. became home to several prominent local clothing retailers as
“One of the things we have found critical to the lifeblood of Harold’s, Dee’s and McCall’s. The area is roughly defined by
Campus Corner is that you’ve got to have managers that are either Buchanan Street, University Boulevard and Asp Avenue between
the owner-managers or managers that are closely tied into owner- Boyd and White streets.
“When I was growing up it was the place to shop with at least
ship so that it keeps a kind of community spirit,” she explains.
Consequently, the overall vacancy in Campus Corner has dra- five men’s clothing stores,” recalls Powell.
While OU football game days have proven extremely successful
matically dropped to only a few thousand square feet of space being
available for lease. Additionally, the district’s tenant mix has also for Campus Corner merchants and owners by drawing thousands
become home to such unique and entrepreneurial retailers as Arts & of people to its area, Hatfield and Powell are hoping to duplicate the
Scraps, an art supply store; Ashtanga Yoga; Savvy, a unique fashion success of game days by holding other special events such as the
clothing store; and Bath Junkie, a locally owned store that allows second annual arts festival, a Mardi Gras festival, a New Year’s fescustomers an opportunity to make their own bath products. tival and a Halloween festival. However, the duo says the biggest
Campus Corner continues to house such longtime tenants as challenge to hosting such special events is finances and they are
actively seeking sponsors for such festivals.
Harold’s, Othello’s Italian Restaurant and The Apothem.
“We don’t want it to be just a game-day venue and want to see
The district is also attracting an eclectic range of restaurants
from La Luna Mexican’s second metro area location to Taste of activities all throughout the year,” adds Hatfield.
Powell also notes that there are still several buildings that
India. Even Sooners football head coach Bob Stoops is co-owner
with restaurant entrepreneur Hal Smith of a Campus Corner eatery planned or in the process of still being renovated in Campus Corner
and expects much of the restoration work will continue through
called Louie’s that is located on Buchanan Street.
Hatfield also says that one of the goals of Campus Corner’s 2004. He also says work will continue over the next year on such
ownership is to make it more of a family atmosphere where parents public improvements as new lighting, trash receptacles and security cameras are part of the TIF money that the district receives.
can bring children, especially on game days.

